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YASSIHOYU K/GORDION
Pending completion of the analysis of floral and faunal remains, the primary means of inferring the systems of production critical to an understanding of political systems is the large ceramic sample. Potters make pottery vessels for people to use. These vessels are not simply objects or random concatenations of independent attributes, such as rim-forms or decoration. They are the end-product of a process, a series of decisions and actions, each of which influenced or constrained all subsequent ones. The consumer society shapes the pottery assemblage and craft just as surely, if not as directly, as the potters do the pots themselves. Both the pottery assemblage and potters are embedded deep within a socio-economic and cultural network. On the level of the individual pot, function influences form and material choice and preparation, but diet and preferred methods of food preparation also affect the specific characteristics of a cooking pot. Even given specific form and fabric requirements, varied sequences of forming and finishing methods can yield the particular desired final product. 2-3) . Large flat stones were often set near the base of the walls, especially in areas where the matrix cut for the house was soft or ashy. The floor of the building is itself very soft, with no evidence of cooking or heating facilities. Structural considerations suggest that this lined pit was a 'cellar' or underground room rather than a 'pit house'. Postholes at the comers of the building to the north and away from the building to the south suggest a wooden superstructure as does the absence of mud construction material in the collapse (see below). Moreover, a stone superstructure can be ruled out since only a relatively small amount of loose stone lay within the collapse, and the style of masonry used would not have been strong enough for freestanding stone walls. Large cylindrical pits are typical of the Late Bronze Age/YHSS 8; layers of phytoliths or plant silica at the bottom of these pits strongly indicate that they were used for food storage.
Since the nature of the transition between the Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age at Gordion is significant for any discussion of a possible migration after the Hittite collapse in central Anatolia, a relatively detailed consideration of the relevant stratigraphy is in order. Above the floor of the CBH Structure lay a large deposit that included ground stone tools, pottery and a fragment of a human cranium. There is evidence of burning, especially on the ground stone tools, and it is possible that this dump could have resulted from some kind of local/household disaster, but the absence of burning on the walls and floor of the CBH Structure indicates that the fire did not take place within this building. The burned deposit was thrown into the CBH Structure, presumably after the wooden superstructure had been removed, but before normal processes of building collapse had begun. A later surface with an informal hearth and large quantities of ash and trash lay above the burned layer (Voigt 1994 .-'-- 
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Both the handmade pottery and pit-house construction characteristic of earliest YHSS Phase 7 continue to the end of this phase, but near the middle of this chronological unit there is a break in material culture that begins sub-phase YHSS 7A. Architecturally, the 7B/7A break is marked by the construction of an anomalous structure, the BRH ('Burned Reed House') Structure (Voigt 1994 : 269-70, fig 25.3.1, pls 25.3.3-4,  25.4.1-2) . Located at the western edge of the YHSS 7 court, the BRH Structure consists of a single large room with walls constructed of posts and reeds covered with a thick mud plaster and distinctive interior features including an oven with a chimney and a platform with bins (fig 3) . That this building had some significance for the people at Gordion is clear. At the abandonment of other YHSS 7 houses, pits are dug and walls are robbed. After the BRH Structure was destroyed, the area above it was not reoccupied nor used in any discernable way. The structure was left intact, eventually filling in with waterlaid deposits and leaving a smooth surface bordered to the north and east by houses and courtyards which continued to be occupied.
The Henrickson in press: fig 14) . -2, fig 32) . At this time, the primary entrance into the court was from the southeast through a gatebuilding nicknamed the Polychrome House because of the red, white and yellow stones used in its walls. This gate was oriented roughly east-west, as were contemporary buildings. Just inside the gate, to the right as one entered the court, was a stone structure with its rear wall up against, or in close proximity to, the heavy fortification wall, the PAP Structure (figs 6-7). On the east side of the PAP Structure was a cobbled surface that led down into a narrow passage, actually a remodelled building that had once been a primary gate into the fortified area (the Early Phrygian Building or EPB). During the final phase of YHSS 6B the EPB passage was still in use, but was certainly a secondary entrance based not only on form, but on the presence of a semicircular pit that was apparently used as a latrine located between the modified gate and the court proper (Sams 1994b during the Bronze Age; but both the form of the gateway, and sculptures that decorated the gate, and/or nearby buildings, reflect contact with, and emulation of, NeoHittite forms (Sams 1989 ). The form of the main gate -a rectangular chamber set within the fortification walls -is closely paralleled at Zincirli (Orthmann 1975 : fig 133) , and more generally at Carchemish (Orthmann 1975 : fig 129a) . Reliefs carved on the same soft white stone used for YHSS 6A buildings have been associated with the gate by Sams (1989) The early Phrygian rulers clearly used Neo-Hittite sculptures as symbols of power, reflecting contact and perhaps commerce with well-established states. While the exchange of ideas, styles and objects between Gordion and north Syria continued throughout the Early Phrygian/YHSS 6 period (Sams 1974; 1978; 1979b; 1988) , the emulation of eastern architectural models was brief. At some point, probably early in the eighth century BC, the white buildings were torn apart and a new set of structures was erected. These YHSS 6A buildings had a megaron plan and again lined a court located inside a remodeled gateway; but they differ in orientation, construction techniques and, in most cases, building materials. It is, therefore, in YHSS 6A that a distinctive Phrygian style in monumental architecture as well as luxury items emerges.
Several kinds of building materials were used in the Early Phrygian Destruction Level or YHSS 6A: mud brick, granular stone slabs and soft white 'porous' stone were all combined with timber, the latter used within foundations and walls as well as for posts and beams (Sams 1995 : fig 1) . The Terrace Building, a long structure made up of a series of megarons that housed items associated with food storage and processing as well as textile production, provides a good example of one construction technique. Walls consisted of a rubble core faced with stone slabs; the latter, after being subjected to extreme heat and weathering after excavation, tend to crumble and spread to either side. The small number of mudbricks found inside TB2A, excavated in 1989, suggests that there were only a few brick courses on top of the stone walls, perhaps related to the securing of roof beams (Voigt 1994 YHSS 7, grey medium grit-tempered wares typical of Early Phrygian and later levels (YHSS 6-3) first appear in some of the latest YHSS 7A contexts in low frequencies (best defined in sealed pits, where they comprise 2-5%). 8 Sams (1979b: 47) cites Greek ceramic imports that date to the late eighth century as evidence of contact, assuming that they are heirlooms or out of context since they were found in the rebuilt Middle Phrygian city. We follow DeVries in seeing these nearly complete vessels as being in situ, close in date to the architectural context (see below).
Early Phrygian/YHSS 6A pottery is relatively wellknown, and is discussed here because it provides a means of looking at manufacturing processes and the local economy. This assemblage consisted of a number of standardised shapes and sizes (Sams 1994b Most, if not all, archaeologists readily discounted death by bull's blood, but the Kimmerians as agents of destruction were readily accepted, and within a few years of his discovery of a burned level at Gordion roughly dated to the late eighth century BC, Rodney Young began to speculate about burning by Kimmerians (Young 1955: 16) . Speculation soon turned into truth and only a few scholars privately objected, noting that there was little evidence of a battle in the Kimmerian Destruction Level (see below). For those who favored the Kimmerian hypothesis, a partial explanation for the apparently deserted state of the city soon emerged from excavated evidence. At the time of the fire, the fortification system was being remodelled, most easily seen in the presence of a large stone tank located in the middle of the gateway, part of a drainage system under construction when it was touched by flames (DeVries 1990: fig 22) ; the construction project also explained the fact that buildings near the gate, Megarons 1-2, were empty when they burned. Their city indefensible, the Phrygians fled in this scenario, leaving the city to the invaders.
Following the fire, Young hypothesised that the city lay in ruins for a century or more before it was rebuilt10. When it came, reconstruction was massive, involving the laying of 4 to 6m of clay over the burned structures; the new Middle Phrygian buildings which lay on this elevated platform mirrored the plan of the Destruction Level. Two arguments were used to support a gap between Early and Middle Phrygian architectural levels. clearly far more massive than had been thought. Moreover, the type of construction used in what DeVries called the 'unfinished terrace' differed from that of the rest of the Destruction Level: a massive layer of clay had been laid down and the thick multicoloured blocks used to hold it in place were nearly identical to those characteristic of many Middle Phrygian buildings. Then, in 1989 the Upper Trench Sounding cleared one room of the YHSS 6A Destruction Level (TB2A) and the stratigraphy clearly indicated that there was little or no gap between the fire and the beginning of reconstruction (Voigt 1994 : 272-3, pls 25.5, 25.6.1-2) . Still accepting the Kimmerians as agents, we proceeded to date the Middle Phrygian fills and buildings to the beginning of the seventh century, which posed a real historical problem. How could it be that the Phrygians, defeated in battle and ousted from their capital and presumably their lands, had managed to mobilise an army of labourers to rebuild? And if they did so, why did historical sources not mention the event?
Two years ago DeVries focused on Greek ceramics recovered from secure Middle Phrygian contexts Early and Proto-Corinthian vessels that date 750-690 BC (DeVries 1990: fig 25; Sams 1979a: fig 3) . In previous discussions, these pots had been seen as heirlooms, imported during the Early Phrygian period and somehow redeposited during Middle Phrygian times. The pots were semi-complete and were found in trash levels within Middle Phrygian/YHSS 5 structures. Put another way, vessels made in the late eighth or early seventh century were deposited in Middle Phrygian buildings that had already gone out of use; if one rejects coincidence (a specific kind of pot that just happens to be kept for nearly a century and redeposited in several different but contemporary buildings) and accepts a process in which the pots were imported and discarded within a decade or so, then it follows that the rebuilding was already well underway and perhaps completed before 700 BC. The date of the Early Phrygian destruction now became a problem. DeVries convincingly eliminated the Kimmerians as the culprits, but, still wedded to a historical framework, he has suggested that Sargon II fired the city as part of his campaign in Anatolia ca. 710 BC (DeVries 1997). To us (and especially to Voigt who excavated numerous bodies left in the ruins of Hasanlu IVB), the lack of evidence for a battle is still troubling: within 2.5ha of burned and sometimes unburned buildings within the Palace Quarter, there were no discarded weapons or military equipment, and the only bodies were two young cows, leaving open the possibility of an accidental fire. More importantly however, we are reluctant to accept the premise that two kinds of evidence, both subject to chance elements related to preservation and discovery, necessarily coincide. That the archaeologically documented fire at Gordion is necessarily represented within the highly fragmentary historical record for central Anatolia in the eighth century BC is not impossible, but seems unlikely. And whatever the cause of the fire, it certainly did not result in the end of either Gordion or the Phrygian kingdom.
The dates provided by DeVries provide a terminus ante quem that places the reconstruction within the period when Midas was active in eastern Anatolia"1. Middle Phrygian Gordion was a large and magnificent place, a suitable capital for a king who was respected in the east and honoured to the west. Perhaps the contrasting treatment of Midas within Greek and Assyrian texts can be used to summarise the articulation of Phrygia with these areas. The Phrygians are European immigrants, whose territory stretched from western to central Anatolia in the eighth and early seventh centuries BC. Ties to the west are deep, reflecting distant but still shared traditions: Midas apparently married a Greek princess and made offerings at Delphi; by the fourth century BC Midas and Gordion were mythological figures, situated among the gods and early Greek heroes, and worthy of attention by Alexander. Areas to the east were controlled by polities that were first emulated and then engaged in conflict as Phrygian power grew. These external relationships are, however, peripheral to the distinctive Phrygian culture that formed and flourished in central Anatolia.
